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Abstract

The Delaware Basin, Texas is currently a hot-spot of induced seismicity and ground deformation due to fluid extraction and

injection associated with horizontal drilling techniques; however, the driving mechanism behind the seismicity and deformation

remains under debate. Using vertical and east-west horizontal surface deformation measurements derived from Sentinel-1

InSAR, we show that the subsurface responds differently to oil and gas activity in the northern and southeastern portions of

the basin. In the north, where there is little seismicity, deformation patterns display long-wavelengths and equidimensional

patterns. In contrast, the southeast region hosts most of the seismicity and displays spatial deformation patterns with narrow

linear features that strike parallel to the maximum principal horizontal stress and to trends in seismicity, suggesting movement

along normal faults. We model a linear deformation feature using edge dislocations and show that the InSAR observations

can be reproduced by slip on normal faults contained within the Delaware Mountain Group (DMG), the formation that hosts

local wastewater injection and the majority of earthquakes. Our model consists of three parallel, high-angle normal faults, with

two dipping toward one another in a graben structure. Slip magnitudes reach up to 27.5 cm and are spatially correlated with

injection wells. Measured seismicity can only explain ˜2% of the fault motion predicted by our fault model, suggesting that slip

leading to the deformation is predominantly aseismic. We conclude that seismic and aseismic fault motion in the southeastern

Delaware Basin is likely driven by wastewater injection near critically-stressed normal faults within the DMG.
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Key Points: 6 

• Surface deformation in the southeastern portion of the Delaware Basin can be attributed 7 

to aseismic slip on normal faults within the Delaware Mountain Group 8 

• Identified faults create graben structures that likely belong to a larger graben network 9 

• Aseismic and seismic fault movement in Texas’ Delaware Basin can be linked to 10 

wastewater injection in the Delaware Mountain Group 11 

  12 
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Abstract 13 

The Delaware Basin, Texas is currently a hot-spot of induced seismicity and ground deformation 14 

due to fluid extraction and injection associated with horizontal drilling techniques; however, the 15 

driving mechanism behind the seismicity and deformation remains under debate. Using vertical 16 

and east-west horizontal surface deformation measurements derived from Sentinel-1 InSAR, we 17 

show that the subsurface responds differently to oil and gas activity in the northern and 18 

southeastern portions of the basin. In the north, where there is little seismicity, deformation 19 

patterns display long-wavelengths and equidimensional patterns. In contrast, the southeast region 20 

hosts most of the seismicity and displays spatial deformation patterns with narrow linear features 21 

that strike parallel to the maximum principal horizontal stress and to trends in seismicity, 22 

suggesting movement along normal faults. We model a linear deformation feature using edge 23 

dislocations and show that the InSAR observations can be reproduced by slip on normal faults 24 

contained within the Delaware Mountain Group (DMG), the formation that hosts local 25 

wastewater injection and the majority of earthquakes. Our model consists of three parallel, high-26 

angle normal faults, with two dipping toward one another in a graben structure. Slip magnitudes 27 

reach up to 27.5 cm and are spatially correlated with injection wells. Measured seismicity can 28 

only explain ~2% of the fault motion predicted by our fault model, suggesting that slip leading to 29 

the deformation is predominantly aseismic. We conclude that seismic and aseismic fault motion 30 

in the southeastern Delaware Basin is likely driven by wastewater injection near critically-31 

stressed normal faults within the DMG. 32 

Plain Language Summary 33 

In the Delaware Basin, TX, widespread oil and gas operations have been linked to an increase in 34 

earthquake frequency and ground deformation. We use satellites to measure the ground 35 

deformation and show that the northern and southern portions of the basin respond differently to 36 

the pumping and injection of fluids. The southern portion displays narrow linear displacement 37 

patterns, whereas the northern region displays wide and equidimensional features. The 38 

relationship of the narrow features in the southern portion of the basin to local stress conditions 39 

and earthquake locations suggests downward slip on faults. Using analytic models in a small 40 

study area, we develop a three-fault slip model that is consistent with ground displacement 41 
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measurements, the location and sense of slip of the largest local earthquakes, and wastewater 42 

disposal wells. Our findings suggest that wastewater disposal in the Delaware Mountain Group is 43 

reactivating pre-existing normal faults, leading to induced earthquakes and non-seismic slip. 44 

1 Introduction 45 

 The Delaware Basin is a giant oil and gas field in the Permian Basin, covering an 46 

expansive portion (22,000 km2) of west Texas and southeastern New Mexico (Figure 1a inset). 47 

After being heavily exploited in the 20th century via conventional vertical production, 2009 48 

brought a resurgence in oil and gas activity due to the development of organic rich shale beds 49 

using horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (a.k.a. ‘unconventional’) techniques. Similar to 50 

what has been observed in oil fields around the world, the Delaware Basin experienced an uptick 51 

in seismic activity coincident with unconventional development, leading many seismologists to 52 

infer those earthquakes were being induced by the development itself (e.g. Frolich et al., 2016; 53 

Skoumal et al., 2020).  Consequently, the State of Texas funded deployment of a regional 54 

seismic network, the TexNet array (Savvaidis et al., 2019), to better detect the regional 55 

seismicity and determine the underlying causes. The network has recorded thousands of small-56 

to-moderate earthquakes in the Delaware Basin since its deployment in January 2017, including 57 

a MW 4.8 event in late March 2020 (Figure 1a). These events are mainly concentrated in the 58 

southeastern portion of the Delaware Basin in Reeves county, despite widespread oil and gas 59 

activity throughout the basin (Figure 1b).  60 

The low density of earthquakes to the north of the Grisham fault (Figure 1a) is likely due 61 

to low pore pressure conditions caused by decades of conventional oil and gas activity prior to 62 

the 21st century; however, the geomechanical mechanisms leading to the onset of seismic activity 63 

to the south of the Grisham fault since 2009 remain under debate (Dvory & Zoback, 2021; 64 

Hennings et al., 2021). Within the seismically active portion of the basin, the dense concentration 65 

of old vertical, new horizontal, and disposal wells (Figure 1b) makes it challenging to determine 66 

the most probable industrial drivers, since hydraulic fracking, fluid production, and wastewater 67 

injection can all lead to induced seismicity (see Schultz et al., 2020; Suckale, 2010; and 68 

Ellsworth, 2013, respectively, for reviews on these topics). For instance, hydraulic fracking is 69 

considered a major cause of induced events in western Canada (e.g. Farahbod et al., 2015), 70 
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whereas earthquakes near the Wilmington Field in California have been linked to extreme 71 

subsidence and stress changes from oil and gas production (Kovach, 1974). The most-commonly 72 

cited mechanism, however, is wastewater injection, where fluid and increased pore pressure 73 

propagate to pre-existing faults, reducing normal stress and allowing seismic rupture (Ellsworth, 74 

2013). Indeed, in nearby Oklahoma, where there have been a number of large-magnitude induced 75 

earthquakes (MW > 5), studies strongly suggest that deep wastewater disposal near basement 76 

faults is the driving mechanism (Keranen et al., 2013; Yeck et al., 2017; Grandin, et al., 2017). 77 

In the Delaware Basin, the majority of wastewater disposal occurs in the Delaware 78 

Mountain Group (DMG), which lies above the producing shales (Wolfcamp) and 3-4 km above 79 

the basement in much of the producing portion of the basin (Figure 1c). In addition, there are few 80 

publicly-mapped faults in Reeves county and none of them extend from the DMG into the 81 

basement. Therefore, it is unlikely that basement faults are being induced to failure by 82 

wastewater disposal, as observed in nearby Oklahoma or elsewhere in Texas (Frohlich, et al., 83 

2014; Hornbach et al., 2015; Frohlich et al., 2016) unless poroelastic effects are the dominant 84 

mechanism (Zhai et al., 2021). An additional hurdle is the difficulty of linking specific events to 85 

any group of wells, due to the large depth uncertainty in earthquake hypocenters.  Earthquakes in 86 

the southern Delaware Basin in the TexNet catalog range in depth between 0 and 19 km relative 87 

to ground surface (Figure 1c), with an average depth of 6 km and mean uncertainty of 1.9 km. 88 

Lomax and Savvaidis (2019) studied absolute depth errors in the basin and found a narrower 89 

depth range, when a near station provided some depth control but also large uncertainties of 90 

approximately 4 to 5 km. Because the average depth separation between disposal wells in the 91 

DMG and the production wells in the Wolfcamp is only 1.2 km, the formal uncertainty can move 92 

an earthquake from an injection formation to a producing one, or from a producing formation to 93 

the basement, and vice versa. 94 

Despite these challenges, recent works attribute seismicity in the Delaware Basin to both 95 

hydraulic fracking and wastewater injection. Savvaidis et al. (2020) link clusters of events to 96 

fracking operations via temporal and spatial correlations and also highlight a causal link between 97 

wastewater disposal and seismicity in a few isolated cases where hydraulic fracking could be 98 

ruled out. However, in regions where fracking and disposal overlap, it remains challenging to 99 

distinguish between the two sources. On the other hand, Skoumal et al. (2020) attributed the 100 
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majority of the seismicity to wastewater disposal, with just ~5% of the earthquakes induced by 101 

hydraulic fracturing operations. Another recent study uses poroelastic modeling to show that 102 

wastewater disposal at selected wells leads to pore pressure changes sufficient to induce 103 

earthquakes (Deng et al., 2020); however, they do not yet explain the absence of earthquakes 104 

near the majority of disposal wells in the basin, other than to posit that there are no favorably 105 

oriented pre-existing fault planes nearby. Zhai et al. (2021) also use poroelastic modeling to 106 

hypothesize that basement seismicity could be explained by poroelastic effects due to shallow 107 

injection within the DMG, though the evidence supporting earthquakes in the basement remains 108 

highly uncertain. 109 

To better understand the geomechanical connections between industry operations and 110 

induced seismicity, it is essential to constrain earthquake depths, determine how the subsurface is 111 

responding to well activity, and locate faults hosting seismicity. In some instances, addressing 112 

one or both of the first two objectives may illuminate the geometry and behavior of unmapped 113 

faults. For example, precision earthquake locations and focal mechanisms, and measured surface 114 

deformation from co- and inter-seismic displacements can be combined to define faults and 115 

determine the sense and magnitude of slip (e.g. Massonnet & Feigl, 1995; Weston et al., 2012). 116 

These techniques are especially feasible when investigating shallow, large-magnitude 117 

earthquakes, of which there are currently none in the Delaware Basin. Most of the observed 118 

events only have MW < 4, making co-seismic deformation analysis challenging, though not 119 

impossible (for instance, Staniewicz et al. (2021) have shown ~0.7 cm of co-seismic deformation 120 

related to the MW 4.8 Mentone earthquake (Figure 1a)). Nevertheless, using methods of 121 

interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), a remote sensing technique that measures mm-122 

scale surface displacements at 5-20 m spatial resolution, we will show that deformation in the 123 

Delaware Basin defines fault geometries and sheds light on the difference between the northern 124 

(non-seismic) and southeastern (seismic) zones of the region.  125 

The use of InSAR to study the Delaware Basin has been growing in recent years. Kim 126 

and Lu (2018) used Sentinel-1 InSAR to map spatially isolated deformation signals and 127 

attributed them to subsurface causes, including karst dissolution at the Wink Sink and oilfield 128 

activity (see also Kim et al., 2019). In particular, the authors identified local instances of 129 

production-induced subsidence and injection-induced uplift. Both Deng et al. (2020) and Zhai et 130 
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al. (2021) measured one component of deformation (a single Sentinel-1 radar line-of-sight look 131 

direction) to analyze the poroelastic pressure changes due to pumping and disposal, and included 132 

groundwater extraction as a possible source of subsidence. They also provided a wider look at 133 

the general deformation features in Reeves County. Staniewicz et al. (2020) further extended 134 

InSAR to the greater Permian Basin, using two overlapping Sentinel-1 passes (two look 135 

directions) over the Central Basin Platform and the eastern half of the Delaware Basin. They 136 

noted a significant component of east-west horizontal motion in Reeves and Pecos counties, 137 

where the highest density of induced earthquakes occurs. These studies highlight the existence of 138 

non-tectonic deformation in the basin and demonstrate that geodesy may be an invaluable tool 139 

for understanding the subsurface response to oil and gas operations in this region.  140 

In this paper, we first use Sentinel-1 InSAR to develop a basin-scale look at the vertical 141 

and east-west horizontal displacements in the Delaware Basin. The measurements reveal 142 

multiple linear deformation zones in the southeastern portion of the basin where seismic activity 143 

is concentrated. These features could be a result of slip on normal faults, a possibility that was 144 

also explored by Staniewicz and others (2020), though they restricted their modeling to the 145 

vertical component of displacement. After motivating the consideration of fault slip, we 146 

determine the geometry and slip of potential faults using analytic modeling of both vertical and 147 

east-west horizontal displacements, focusing on a small study area along the border of Reeves 148 

and Pecos counties (see Figure 1b). We compare our results to an improved seismic analysis in 149 

the same study area, which is presented in a companion paper by Sheng et al. (2020/submitted). 150 

In that work, they used a moment tensor analysis to determine focal mechanisms and depths for 151 

nine moderate events (MW > 2.7), and phase arrival times to determine the depths of smaller 152 

earthquakes. When considered together, our study and Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) suggest 153 

high-angle normal faults in the Delaware Mountain Group are activated by wastewater injection. 154 

We conclude with a discussion of the implications for the nature of induced seismicity in the 155 

greater Delaware Basin. 156 
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 157 

Figure 1. Geology and oil and gas activity in the Delaware Basin. a The seismic activity 158 

recorded by the USGS and TexNet arrays is concentrated in the southeastern Delaware Basin, 159 

below the Grisham Fault. Besides this distinction, few other faults show spatial correlations with 160 

seismic trends. b shows the disposal and productions wells that were active at some point 161 

between Dec 2014-June 2020 and assigned to the Delaware Basin. In contrast to the seismicity, 162 

oil and gas activity is widespread throughout the basin.  c Earthquake depths from the TexNet 163 
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catalog span a wide range, including into the basement, but these depths are highly uncertain. 164 

Most of the injection is concentrated above 3 km depth and above the producing shales. The 165 

formation depths depicted in (c) are averages; the true depth ranges vary throughout the basin. 166 

2 Sentinel-1 InSAR 167 

2.1 Methods: InSAR Processing for Cumulative Displacements 168 

The InSAR processing method we use to study the Delaware Basin consists of four main 169 

parts. First, we create geocoded single-look-complex (SLC) images at fine resolution 170 

(approximately 3.75 m x 15 m) in three orbit sets (ascending paths 151 and 78, and descending 171 

path 85; Figure S1), using software developed by the Stanford Radar Group (Zebker, 2017; 172 

Zheng & Zebker, 2017). We remove SLCs with high atmospheric noise, resulting in 100 (Path 173 

151), 108 (Path 78), and 109 (Path 85) SLCs between December 2014 – June 2020 (Figure S2).  174 

Next, we calculate all interferograms formed from SLCs spaced 400 days apart or less, and 175 

spatially-average to ~225 m pixel spacing (60 x 15 looks). Then, we unwrap the interferograms 176 

using the Statistical-cost, Network-flow Algorithm for PHase Unwrapping (SNAPHU) (Chen & 177 

Zebker, 2001) and remove the dry atmospheric phase, as described in Pepin et al. (2020). To 178 

determine the cumulative displacement in each look direction, we used a regularized SBAS 179 

inversion (Berardino et al., 2002) to create three line-of-sight (LOS) time series, and further 180 

reduce the broad atmospheric noise with high-pass filters at each time step (Pepin et al., 2020). 181 

In the last stage, we combine and decompose these three data sets into time series of vertical and 182 

east-west horizontal displacements.  183 

Because we will be jointly analyzing both components of cumulative deformation, this 184 

final step warrants a detailed explanation. First, we resample each LOS time series to a uniform 185 

set of dates between March 4th, 2015 – March 31st, 2020 with 18 day spacing (Figure S2) and 186 

reference each to zero displacement on March 4th 2015. We then combine these two data sets 187 

into a “composite” ascending time series by projecting Path 151 onto the LOS unit vector for 188 

Path 78, which approximately scales the Path 151 pixels by 0.98, then calculating the arithmetic 189 

mean at pixels where the two orbits overlap. We adopt the LOS unit vectors for Path 78 as the 190 

composite ascending unit vectors in further analyses. Finally, we decompose the descending and 191 
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composite ascending LOS time series into vertical (V) and east-west horizontal (Hew) 192 

displacements via the following relationship, which assumes zero north-south motion: 193 

!𝑑𝑎$ = 	 '
𝑙𝑜𝑠+,- 𝑙𝑜𝑠+,./
𝑙𝑜𝑠0,- 𝑙𝑜𝑠0,./

1 ' 𝑉𝐻./
1,           (1) 194 

where d and a are the descending and ascending LOS measurements, respectively, at a single 195 

pixel and time step. Descending (losd) and ascending (losa) LOS unit vectors include only their 196 

vertical (v) and east-west horizontal (ew) components.  We apply Equation 1 to estimate V and 197 

Hew at each pixel and time step. 198 

2.2 InSAR Results 199 

We depict cumulative vertical and east-west horizontal displacements between March 4th 200 

2015 – March 31st 2020 in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. In general, the vertical component is 201 

larger than the horizontal counterpart, consistent with previously proposed mechanisms of 202 

surface displacement in this region (e.g. poroelastic fluid flow (Deng et al., 2020; Staniewicz et 203 

al., 2020) and normal faulting (Staniewicz et al., 2020)). We find that the land surface both rises 204 

and falls in the portions of the Delaware Basin where oil and gas activity occurs and is relatively 205 

static elsewhere (compare Figures 1b and 2a).  We note that the deforming areas include both 206 

seismically active and aseismic areas (see Figure 1a). This spatial correlation implies that the 207 

deformation can be linked to oil and gas operations, but variations in displacement patterns 208 

suggest that different mechanisms may be operating.   209 

In Figure 2c, we modified the scale for cumulative vertical displacement to highlight narrow, 210 

short-wavelength linear deformation features in the southern portion of the basin, below the 211 

Grisham Fault.  These features strike northwest-southeast with a gradual clockwise rotation to 212 

the south. In contrast, displacements north of the Grisham Fault have longer spatial wavelengths 213 

and no apparent preferred orientation. The horizontal deformation shows a similar regional 214 

distinction. To the north of the Grisham Fault, horizontal displacement magnitudes are only up to 215 

~1/2 of the associated vertical magnitudes, but usually <1/4, and form appropriately oriented 216 

pairs of east-west displacement around subsidence and uplift features (e.g. westward motion on 217 

the right and eastward motion on the left of a subsidence bowl). Below the Grisham Fault, 218 
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horizontal displacements are typically 1/2 to 3/4 of the associated vertical displacements (in 219 

some instances the horizontal even exceeds the nearby vertical), the preferred orientation of 220 

features is northwest-southeast, and there are fewer pairs of horizontal displacements around 221 

strong subsidence features. Thus, surface deformation in the zones to the north and south of the 222 

Grisham fault apparently respond differently to industrial operations.  223 

The outlined subregion in Figure 2c corresponds to the highest density of seismic activity in 224 

the southeastern quadrant of the basin (Figure 1a), suggesting that the linear InSAR displacement 225 

features could be related to the earthquakes. In Figure 3, we display the subregion from Figure 2c 226 

to compare these linear features with the tectonic stress field (Figure 2a) and seismicity from the 227 

TexNet catalog (Figure 2b). Lund Snee and Zoback (2018) compiled measurements of maximum 228 

principle horizontal stress (SHmax) orientations, depicted as red lines in Figure 2a, and ranked 229 

their quality based on the number, depth range, and agreement of measured stress indicators (the 230 

authors consider only orientations with A-C ranking sufficiently robust for plotting and analysis). 231 

The highest-quality SHmax orientations (‘A’ and ‘B’ lines) are parallel to the linear deformation 232 

features. As shown in Figure 2b, seismicity also tends to align with the InSAR deformation 233 

patterns. All three data sets independently display the same rotation in strike from ~300° in the 234 

northwest corner of the subregion to ~330° in the southeast. Lund Snee and Zoback (2018) 235 

classify the stress state of the Delaware Basin as a predominantly normal-faulting regime. Under 236 

these stress conditions, normal faults striking parallel to SHmax are the most-susceptible to fail. 237 

Thus, the spatial relationship of these three data sets suggests that slip on pre-existing normal 238 

faults is a potential mechanism for the observed deformation in the southeastern zone of the 239 

Delaware Basin. 240 
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 241 

Figure 2. InSAR results in the Delaware Basin. a Vertical and b east-west horizontal cumulative 242 

displacement between March 4th, 2015 - March 31st, 2020. In c, we modified the color scale of 243 

the vertical displacement to highlight the linear features in the southeastern portion of the basin. 244 

Vertical displacements north of the Grisham fault have longer wavelengths and no preferred 245 

orientation. In a and c, warm colors are uplift and cool colors are subsidence, whereas in b, 246 

warm colors indicate eastward motion and cool represent westward. 247 
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2.3 Choice of Modeling and Study Area 248 

We use an Okada edge dislocation analytic model (Okada, 1985) to test the hypothesis that 249 

normal fault slip is the source of linear deformation features in the southeastern zone of the 250 

Delaware Basin. In this model the surface displacements are caused by a slipping plane 251 

contained within a homogeneous, elastic half-space. Comparing such a fault model with the 252 

InSAR displacement field will indicate whether fault slip is a plausible mechanism for the 253 

expected i) geometry and location of the planes, and ii) range of slip magnitudes. These model 254 

results, however, need to make sense in the larger geophysical context, including the earthquake 255 

depths, focal mechanisms, and the spatial relationship of these earthquakes to the deformation. 256 

Therefore, to define a suitable study area, we identified a region satisfying the following criteria: 257 

 258 

1. A simple, yet distinct, deformation feature with a clear preferred orientation in vertical 259 

and east-west horizontal InSAR components 260 

2. Sufficient seismic station coverage to provide accurate focal depths 261 

3. Earthquakes large enough to determine focal mechanisms (MW > ~3)  262 

4. Deep wells with sonic logs to define the local geologic and velocity structure. 263 

The first criterion defines the characteristics of the deformation feature we seek to reproduce 264 

using Okada edge dislocations. The latter three criteria address the required accuracy for the 265 

earthquake data, if we are to compare the deformation modeling results to seismicity.  266 

The study area we selected is outlined by the dashed gray box in Figure 3c. Although there 267 

are larger deformations elsewhere nearby (Staniewicz et al. (2020) modeled the area outlined in 268 

red), the area we have selected contains a relatively isolated, clear linear feature that exhibits 269 

both vertical and east-west horizontal components (Figure 4a and 4b, respectively) in the InSAR 270 

measurements, and aligns well with both seismicity from the TexNet catalog and the SHmax 271 

direction. However, the local wells show poor spatial correlation with the expected deformation 272 

from fluid volume and pore pressure changes. For example, as described in Text S2 and depicted 273 

in Figure S3, there are few production wells (oil or groundwater) collocated with the observed 274 

subsidence along the linear feature of interest, and there is little-to-no uplift near active disposal 275 

wells. Therefore, explaining this deformation feature needs geomechanical mechanisms other 276 

than (or in addition to) radial changes in fluid volume. Also of note is that our selected study area 277 
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coincides with the region identified by Teng and Baker (2020) as having the highest seismic 278 

hazard in the Delaware Basin. Thus, it is a region of particular importance for operation 279 

managers to understand. 280 

 We present the related seismic analysis in a companion paper by Sheng et al. 281 

(2020/submitted). In our study area, they determined moment tensors for nine events (Table 1) 282 

along with the relocation of numerous smaller earthquakes. This analysis used sonic logs from 283 

three deep wells in our study area (magenta circles in Figure 3c) to develop the local velocity 284 

model that tightly controls earthquake focal depth and moment tensor solutions.  Earthquake 285 

focal depths concentrate between 1.5 and 3.0 km below ground level, with approximately 80% of 286 

the events located in the DMG; fewer than 2% are as deep as the Wolfcamp formation and none 287 

locate in the basement.  All of the moment tensor solutions are consistent with normal faulting 288 

on high-angle planes striking northwest-southeast, with the dip direction split almost evenly 289 

between northeast and southwest dips (Table 1). Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) also found no 290 

spatiotemporal correlation between fracked wells and the earthquakes, suggesting that they were 291 

not induced by hydraulic fracking; rather, they need to be explained by another driving 292 

mechanism, such as wastewater disposal, oil and gas production, or perhaps a combination of the 293 

two. 294 
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 295 

Figure 3. Subregion with saturated color scale comparing linear deformation features to a Shmax 296 

orientations (Lund Snee and Zoback, 2018) and b TexNet events. In a, the quality of SHmax 297 

measurement is indicated by the length of the vector, where ‘A’ is the highest quality, ‘B’ is 298 

good, and ‘C’ is moderate. We exclude lower-quality measurements from our analysis. c shows 299 

the subregion with normal color scale. Our study area is the gray, dashed box, with four TexNet 300 

stations (black triangles) near moderately-sized earthquakes. Deep wells with sonic logs used to 301 

create the 1D velocity model are the red dots. 302 

Hypocenters determined by Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) align with the linear deformation 303 

feature in our study area, as shown in Figure 4a and b. The dashed black line delineates the 304 
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midline of the displacement feature of interest for initial analysis. Epicenters of the nine events 305 

with moment tensors are the numbered black dots, whereas smaller earthquakes determined 306 

through conventional location analysis are the gray dots. Earthquakes numbered 1-3 and 6-8 lie 307 

along the midline, thus we define them as Group 1, and the relocated smaller earthquakes are 308 

densely packed around the same feature. Events 4-5 and 9 (Group 2) form a smaller linear trend 309 

to the southwest of the midline, but striking in the same azimuthal direction. In addition, the 310 

strikes of the moment tensor solutions are sub-parallel to the azimuth of the midline and 311 

earthquake location trends, with predominantly normal slip. We now need to determine whether 312 

fault slip can also explain the deformation, if it is consistent with the seismicity, and how it 313 

might be related to oilfield activity. The remainder of this paper is devoted to answering these 314 

questions. 315 
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 316 

Figure 4. InSAR results in selected study area.  a Vertical and b east-west horizontal cumulative 317 

InSAR deformation, with relocated moment tensors (black, numbered dots) and earthquakes 318 

(gray dots). Within the red boxes, we calculated the average vertical and horizontal profiles 319 

along the gray line, perpendicular to the midline (dashed black line), which we assume to be the 320 

azimuth (φ) of the predicted faults. The bottom panel shows c, the average vertical profile, and 321 

d, the average east-west horizontal and estimated northeast-southwest horizontal profiles. During 322 

modeling, we calculate the misfit within the shaded gray regions in c and d. 323 
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ID# Focal depth (km) Strike Dip Rake MW 

1 2.4 ± 0.1 152 82 -77 2.95 

2 1.8 ± 0.2 146 68 -80 2.90 

3 2.0 ± 0.2 150 70 -82 2.70 

4* 1.4 ± 0.1 326 75 -83 2.84 

5* 1.4 ± 0.1 327 74 -82 3.18 

6 1.6 ± 0.2 326 70 -81 2.89 

7 1.6 ± 0.1 336 63 -76 3.18 

8 2.0 ± 0.1 166 81 -65 2.81 

9* 1.6 ± 0.1 338 68 -78 2.76 

Table 1. Moment tensor solutions (adapted from Sheng et al., 2020/submitted). Stars indicate the 324 

earthquakes that belong to Group 2; the others belong to Group 1.  All solutions strike sub-325 

parallel to one another and have predominantly dip-slip motion. 326 

3 Okada Edge Dislocation Modeling 327 

3.1 Methods 328 

We model surface deformation due to slip on normal faults using Okada edge 329 

dislocations (Okada, 1985), using the dmodels Matlab package (modified for ease of use with our 330 

data formats) from Battaglia et al. (2013). As shown in Figure 5, the basic 2D model is a plane of 331 

infinite length (extending into the page), parameterized by the dip direction and angle (𝜃), and 332 

depths to the top and bottom edges (dt and db, respectively), contained within an elastic half-333 

space. In our approach, X is the lateral distance between the midline at x=0 and the top edge of 334 

the fault, and s is the magnitude of slip in the down-dip direction. This 2D analytical model of 335 

surface deformation consists of only two components: vertical and fault-perpendicular 336 

horizontal. When extended to the 3D analytic model, the edge dislocation is a plane of finite 337 

length (L) and the surface deformation includes vertical, eastward, and northward components of 338 
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motion. Due to the limitations of polar orbital paths, InSAR is insensitive to northward motion, 339 

and we exclude this component from our modeling.  340 

 341 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the fault geometry for a 2D edge dislocation in a homogeneous 342 

elastic half-space. In 3D, the predicted fault strikes northwest, thus the fault-perpendicular 343 

profile is in the northeast-southwest direction. Fault parameters are described in Table 2. 344 

3.1.1 2D Modeling 345 

We use the 2D model to constrain the approximate depth intervals of slip by comparing 346 

forward models of Okada edge dislocations to the measured InSAR data using a parametric 347 

sweep. Our initial assumption is that the linear feature of interest can be explained by a single 348 

infinitely long fault plane oriented parallel to the midline in Figure 4a and 4b. However, the 349 

study area undoubtedly consists of multiple deformation sources in addition to a single slipping 350 

fault which dominates the signal. In order to reduce the sensitivity of our analysis to these other 351 

sources, we created an average InSAR profile parallel to the solid gray line in Figure 4a and 4b, 352 

using data from within the red boxes. The resulting profiles are shown in Figure 4c and 4d. In c, 353 

the vertical profile is the black line; however, in d, the average east-west displacement depicted 354 

by the dashed black line is not strictly fault-perpendicular, as required in the data for the 2D 355 

modeling. It is not possible to determine the true northeast-southwest deformation from only two 356 

InSAR components; however, if we assume that the measured displacements along the linear 357 

feature are due to pure dip-slip motion on a fault parallel to the midline, then there is a unique 358 

solution to the required northeast-southwest displacements (𝐻8.,9/) via the trigonometric 359 

relationship in Equation 2:  360 

𝐻8.,9/ =
:;<=
>?@A

,           (2) 361 
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where H signifies horizontal motion and subscript e-w indicates east-west motion. Variable φ is 362 

the angle between North and the strike of the midline (36°), as shown in Figure 4b. The resulting 363 

fault-perpendicular displacement profile is the solid black line in Figure 4d. In our model, we use 364 

the vertical and estimated northeast-southwest horizontal profiles as the reference data for misfit 365 

assessment within the gray regions in Figure 4c and 4d. The chosen regions in each profile have 366 

the same number of measurements (n), but are offset from each other, such that the area in 367 

vertical is centered around the valley at 150 m and in horizontal is centered around the peak at 368 

−605 m. Beyond these regions, the InSAR profiles deviate from the expected deformation due to 369 

a single edge dislocation and are more likely to be influenced by other sources. 370 

In the parametric sweep, we assess the fit of all forward Okada edge dislocation models 371 

characterized by the parameter sets developed from the values listed in Table 2. We selected a 372 

common value for the Poisson ratio (0.25) and used the P velocity (4.3 km/s) from Sheng et al. 373 

(2020/submitted) to estimate a shear modulus of 15 GPa, keeping both parameters constant 374 

during modeling to simplify the parameter space. We determine the X-location for the top edge 375 

of the fault relative to the midline (x=0) directly from the model: for a given parameter set i 376 

consisting of dt, db, 𝜃, and dip direction, we compute the vertical forward model of the 377 

dislocation with the top edge at x=0 and 10 cm of normal slip, and then adopt the lateral offset 378 

between the minima in the vertical forward model and InSAR profile as the appropriate X-379 

location.  380 

With the full geometry for parameter set i defined, we determine the magnitude of slip (s) 381 

best-fitting the InSAR profiles by minimizing a modified RMS error (E), which we refer to as 382 

misfit, as defined in Equation 3: 383 

𝐸D = 	E
∑ G(-IJ,(-KLMNOK))/RS

TU
KVW L	GXIY,(XKLMNZK)S

T

R8
.            (3) 384 

Here, 𝑣\ and ℎ̂ are the vertical and horizontal displacements, respectively, from the forward 385 

model, the un-hatted 𝑣 and ℎ are from the InSAR profiles, and n is the number of samples in the 386 

InSAR profile, within the misfit assessment bounds. Since our main goal in the 2D modeling is 387 

to fit the wavelength and relative amplitudes of the vertical and horizontal data, we allow datum 388 
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shifts in each (DSv and DSh, respectively) during measurement of the misfit, such that the minima 389 

in vertical and maxima in horizontal between the forward model and data are equal (see Figure 390 

S6). We also weight the vertical differences by ½ in order to account for the higher amplitude in 391 

vertical motion compared to horizontal and better allow the latter to influence the solution. We 392 

prefer this weighted misfit assessment because a dip-slip edge dislocation results in vertical 393 

displacements that are approximately twice the amplitude of the horizontal, within our chosen 394 

misfit bounds, which is also the proportion observed in the InSAR profiles. Weighting the 395 

vertical differences between data and model by ½ results in a solution in which the proportion of 396 

differences to amplitude in each displacement component are comparable.  397 

Parameter Values Notes 

Dip Direction northeast or southwest Strike parallel to midline (dashed line 
in Figure 4a and 4b) 

Dip Magnitude (𝜃) 5 - 90 (°) 𝜃 is an integer 

Depth to Top Edge (dt) 100, 200, …, 6300 (m)  

Depth to Bottom Edge (db) 200, 300, …, 6400 (m) 100 m ≤ (db - dt) ≤ 6300 m 

Location of Top Edge (X) -------- Determined from vertical model and 
InSAR 

Shear Modulus (𝜇) 10 GPa Kept constant 

Poisson Ratio (𝜐) 0.25 Kept constant 

Table 2. Parameter space for 2D edge dislocation models. We invert for slip magnitude (s) for 398 

each parameter combination by minimizing misfit error E (Equation 3), and compare models 399 

based on this misfit. 400 

3.1.2 3D Modeling 401 

 While the 2D modeling is useful for constraining appropriate edge dislocation 402 

parameters, we require the 3D model to analyze the relationship of proposed faults to the local 403 

seismicity and well locations, and better understand the deformation due to slipping faults in the 404 

context of the InSAR displacements in the full study area. Using the dmodels package (Battaglia 405 
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et al., 2013), we are able to extend any of the 2D, one-fault forward models to the full 3D space 406 

by adopting the X-location and uniform slip magnitude resulting from 2D modeling, and 407 

assigning finite length L (equal to the length of the midline) and strike direction (parallel to the 408 

midline). Observations from comparing these 3D, one-fault models to the full InSAR data inform 409 

our development of increasingly complex multi-fault models.   410 

 In the first stage of multi-fault modeling, we assume uniform slip on numerous edge 411 

dislocations of varying length. After selecting the number of faults (N) to include in the 412 

modeling, we manually select the endpoints of the top edge of each, thus defining their locations 413 

in the 3D space. For simplicity, we then select and assign identical dt, db, and 𝜃 to each fault 414 

plane, but permit the strikes (as determined by the endpoints) and dip direction to vary on each, 415 

noting that we do not allow significant deviations (±10°) from the strike of the midline or linear 416 

trends created by the moment tensor solutions from Sheng et al. (2020/submitted). We then solve 417 

for the magnitude of uniform slip on each fault plane using the relationship in Equation 4: 418 

𝑊𝑑 = 𝑊𝐺𝑠′, (4) 419 

where d is a vector of vertical and east-west horizontal InSAR data, 𝑠′ is the unknown [N x 1] 420 

vector of slip magnitude on each fault plane, and G is the Green’s function matrix relating slip 421 

magnitude to vertical and east-west horizontal surface deformation at each pixel, via the Okada 422 

(1985) equations. Matrix W is a diagonal weighting matrix that prioritizes data pixels near the 423 

fault segments. Along its diagonal is 1/𝑅DR, where  𝑅D is the distance between data pixel i and the 424 

top edge of the nearest fault segment.  We use dmodels (Battaglia et al., 2013) to generate the 425 

appropriate G matrix and apply Equation 4 to find the vector 𝑠′ of uniform dip-slip magnitudes 426 

that best fits the selected InSAR data in a least-squares sense.  427 

 After developing a uniform-slip, multi-fault model, we introduce additional complexity 428 

by discretizing each plane into finite patches approximately 1000 m in length along strike and 429 

200 m in down-dip width. The slip vector 𝑠′ is now equal in length to the number of discretized 430 

patches. Equation 4 is significantly underdetermined, leading to an unrealistically rough solution 431 

of vector  𝑠′. Therefore, for the patch model we include a smoothing operator that minimizes the 432 
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2D second-derivative of fault slip, resulting in the regularized inversion relation shown in 433 

Equation 5: 434 

!𝑊𝑑𝟎 $ = 	 !𝑊𝐺𝛼R𝐷$ 𝑠′, (5) 435 

where 𝛼 is the Lagrange operator that determines the weight put on the smoothing, and D is the 436 

second-order finite difference operator such that ∇R𝑠l = 𝐷𝑠′.  437 

3.2 Results 438 

3.2.1 2D Modeling 439 

The purpose of the 2D, one-fault modeling was to constrain the approximate depth 440 

intervals (dt to db) of slip. As indicated in Table 2, we explored vertical slip heights (db-dt) 441 

ranging from 100 m - 6300 m, contained between depths of 100 m - 6400 m. The chosen range 442 

of dt and db approximately corresponds to the complete geologic section above the basement 443 

(Figure 1c). In our simple 2D model there are parameter trade-offs, in which some parameter sets 444 

are geologically more realistic than others, despite having similar misfit to the InSAR data. To 445 

explore these trade-offs, we condensed our parameter space to include fault width (w = (db-446 

dt)/sin 𝜃), the approximate 2D stress drop (∆𝜎RM = 0.85𝜇𝑠/𝑤) (Starr, 1928; Kanamori & 447 

Anderson, 1975), and the midpoint depth of the dislocation.  448 

In Figure S4, we show the trade-offs between stress drop and fault width for subsets of 449 

southwest-dipping faults with vertical heights ranging between 100-1500 m, colored by the 450 

midpoint depth range. All subsets display similar trends (e.g. greater fault widths and shallower 451 

depths require lower stress drops to fit the data). Additionally, for vertical height subsets between 452 

100-1000 m, the misfit values of the best 20% of models are virtually indistinguishable, although 453 

a further increase in vertical height gradually increases the misfit (Figure S5). Despite fitting the 454 

InSAR data, most stress drops for models with vertical heights of 100 m exceed 100 MPa, which 455 

is unrealistically high. For vertical heights of 500 m, the stress drops reduce to <35 MPa, and for 456 

vertical heights of 1500 m, all explored models have stress drops <4 MPa. Although a further 457 

increase in vertical height reduces the predicted stress drops, the misfit values of the best-fitting 458 

models increase to unacceptably high levels (Figure S5). We thus constrain our parameter space 459 
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to include only those models with vertical heights ranging between 500-1500 m, to maintain a 460 

balance between plausible stress drops and model fit.   461 

In addition to highlighting important trade-offs, Figure S4 shows that, in all subsets of 462 

vertical height, the best-fitting models have midpoint depths around 2200 m, regardless of fault 463 

width. While the best-fitting midpoint depth appears to be invariant to vertical heights and width, 464 

the midpoint depth also has low sensitivity to dip angle. In Figure 6, we show model subsets with 465 

vertical heights of 500 m (left) and 1500 m (right), and with either southwest- or northeast-dip 466 

(top and bottom panels, respectively). The model misfit is shown as a function of midpoint depth 467 

and dip angle. Depending on the vertical height, the best 20% of models in each dip bin have 468 

mean depths between 2100 m – 2400 m. These depths coincide with the Delaware Mountain 469 

Group, the formation in which wastewater disposal is concentrated and the majority of the 470 

earthquakes occur, suggesting a connection between fluid injection and fault movement.  471 

 472 

Figure 6. Misfit values for models as a function of midpoint depth, dip magnitude and direction, 473 

and vertical height. Regardless of parameter set, the top 20% of models in each integer dip bin 474 
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have midpoints between ~1.5 km to ~3 km. We exclude dips below 30° based on the local stress 475 

conditions (see Figure 7). 476 

We are able to constrain the depth intervals and vertical heights from misfit assessment 477 

and geomechanical arguments about stress drop. We can do a similar exercise to constrain the 478 

expected dip magnitudes. Table 1 lists the high-angle moment tensor solutions from Sheng et al. 479 

(2020/submitted), which have a median dip of 70°. For each earthquake, there exists an auxiliary 480 

low-angle plane; these low-angle planes have a median dip of 22°. Although the moment tensor 481 

analysis alone cannot distinguish between the two dips, we can eliminate the low-angle dips 482 

based on the local stress conditions. In a predominantly normal-faulting stress regime, as is the 483 

case in the Delaware Basin (Lund Snee and Zoback, 2018), low-angle faults are the furthest from 484 

failure. Figure 7 shows a, the Mohr circle derived from measurements of the principal stress 485 

components in the southern Delaware Basin from Dvory and Zoback (2021), and b, the 486 

minimum increase in pore pressure (dP) required for fault failure as a function of dip. Not only 487 

are low-angle faults the least likely to slip, faults with dips <30° are precluded from slipping by 488 

the local stress conditions, since the change in pore pressure required would exceed the fracking 489 

threshold (dashed line in Figure 7b) and create microfractures in lieu of fault-reactivation. 490 

Therefore, we expect to see active high-angle faults with dips >60°, consistent with the high-491 

angle fault planes from the moment tensor solutions (Table 1).  492 
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 493 

Figure 7. Minimum change in pore pressure (dP) required to reactive faults of specified dip. a 494 

Mohr circle and relative stresses for the Delaware Mountain Group (Dvory and Zoback, 2021), 495 

assuming a coefficient of friction (Cf) of. 0.6. b minimum dP for slip as a function of dip. Any 496 

dP exceeding the fracking-threshold (dashed line in b) will produce new microfractures, 497 

significantly reducing the local effective stress. Thus, faults with orientations of dP > fracking-498 

threshold are not expected to slip. 499 

Figure 6 shows that the best-fitting one-fault models in our constrained parameter space 500 

have dips between 30°-40° (northwest-dipping) or 50°-60° (southwest-dipping), suggesting that 501 

the southwest-dipping faults fit the InSAR data better under the constraint of high-angle dips. 502 

However, it is important to highlight that we allow a datum shift of the InSAR data during the 503 

misfit assessment, as demonstrated in Figure S6, which compares the 2D forward models of the 504 

best-fitting southwest- and northeast-dipping edge dislocations with dips of 75° and vertical 505 

heights of 1000 m (see Table S1 for other parameters). The southwest-dipping fault does indeed 506 

fit the datum-shifted InSAR profiles better than the northeast-dipping example. In contrast, we 507 

note that the horizontal InSAR profile as measured (i.e. no datum shift) is better represented by 508 
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the northeast-dipping fault, though there is a sacrifice in vertical fit. These results suggest an 509 

ambiguity in the dip direction for a single fault that truly best fits the InSAR data. 510 

3.2.2 3D Modeling 511 

The next step is to consider slip models of finite length and uniform slip in the full 3D 512 

space. Figure S7 depicts the 3D finite-fault model for each 2D model from Figure S6. Both 513 

models reasonably reproduce the vertical subsidence along the linear deformation feature of 514 

interest, albeit with lower magnitude than the InSAR observations. In the east-west horizontal 515 

component, however, the northwest end of the midline in the InSAR data appears to be 516 

dominated by a southwest-dipping fault, whereas the southeast end may be dominated by slip on 517 

a northeast dipping fault. Therefore, we explore the possibility of a two-fault model consisting of 518 

a combination of the oppositely-dipping single-fault models from Figure S7. Using these 519 

observations and the expected slip interval depths constrained from the 2D model, we develop a 520 

model with two high-angle finite edge dislocations dipping toward each other in a graben 521 

structure, each with uniform slip, determined using Equation 4 (Figure S8). The southwest-522 

dipping fault is rather short, but its extension along strike would contain the Group 1 earthquakes 523 

from Table 1, suggesting that the fault plane may be much longer, despite slip being 524 

concentrated in an isolated section. We thus extend each fault plane along its strike and discretize 525 

each into multiple patches. We also include a small northeast-dipping fault parallel to the Group 526 

2 earthquakes from Table 1. Using the regularized solution described in Equation 5, we solve for 527 

the dip slip magnitude on each patch of the three defined faults, using 𝛼 = 50 due to its position 528 

on the bend of the L-curve of the solution semi-norm vs. residual norm logscale plot (Figure S9). 529 

We compare the forward model of vertical and east-west horizontal surface 530 

displacements from the patched, three-fault model to the measured InSAR data in Figure 8. The 531 

top edge of each fault (F1 – F3) is marked by a solid red line and its downward-looking extent is 532 

outlined by the dotted black line. The slip distributions along each fault are shown in Figure 9, 533 

where (a) depicts the bird’s eye view of the average slip along each fault’s down-dip direction, 534 

and (b-d) display the side-view of each fault from the perspective of the arrow in Figure 9a. In 535 

Figure 9c-9d, we also include the along-strike profile of modeled (black line) and InSAR (red 536 

line) surface deformation directly above the top edge of traces F2 and F3, which flank the linear 537 
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deformation feature of interest. In Figures 8 and 9a, we include the locations of earthquakes from 538 

Table 1, which highlight that Group 1 falls along the trace of F3, and Group 2 aligns with F1. 539 

Therefore, in Figure 9b-9d, we show only the earthquake locations in the side-view plots for the 540 

faults with which they are associated (Group 1 in Figure 9d and Group 2 in 9b). The final detail 541 

in Figure 9 is the location of active disposal wells (gray dots), which are labeled by the volume 542 

of injected fluid in millions of barrels (MMbbl) during the time span of our study. In Figure 9b-543 

9d, we include only the disposal wells within 2 km of the fault planes. The perforation interval of 544 

each well is indicated by the solid black lines. 545 

The main linear deformation feature in vertical (Figure 8a) is reproduced well in the 546 

forward model (Figure 8c); likewise, the horizontal deformation from the forward model (Figure 547 

8d) agrees with the westward sense of motion flanking the linear feature in the InSAR data 548 

(Figure 8b), without requiring a datum shift. This model, however, cannot explain the two 549 

subsidence features to the southwest of F2, nor the uplift to the southeast of F3. Consequently, 550 

there are unmodeled displacement features in the horizontal component which coincide with the 551 

same geographical areas. In Figure 9c-9d, the comparison of the model and InSAR profiles also 552 

highlight some residual deformation that has not been captured by the model. These residuals are 553 

a direct result of our decision to favor smoothly varying slip models to prevent overfitting the 554 

data with unrealistic slip distributions. 555 
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 556 

Figure 8. Three-fault model in a 3D space. The top panel is the original InSAR data, where a is 557 

vertical and b is horizontal, with major features outlined in gray in order to better compare with 558 

the forward model in the lower panel, with c the vertical forward model and d the horizontal 559 

forward model. The two edge dislocations are represented by the red lines (top edge of fault) 560 

with bird’s-eye extent depicted by the dotted lines. 561 
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 562 
Figure 9. Slip distribution on the three-fault edge dislocation model. The top view in a shows the 563 

spatial relationship of the faults with the earthquake moment tensors (black dots) and disposal 564 

wells (gray dots). The numbers that accompany disposal wells are the values of cumulative 565 

injection volume between March 2015-March 2020, in millions of barrels (MMbbl). Plots b-d 566 

show the side view of each fault from the perspective of the black arrow in a. Faults F2 and F3 (c 567 

and d, respectively) also display the InSAR and model surface deformation directly above the 568 
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top edge of each respective fault. Earthquake moment tensors and disposal wells within 2 km of 569 

each fault are included in b-d. Formation intervals are also indicated on the cross-sectional 570 

profiles in b. 571 

The maximum amount of slip along F1 is mostly to the northwest of the Group 2 572 

earthquakes, all of which have a northeast dip, agreeing with the dip of F1 (Figure 9a and 9b). 573 

Although there are no large earthquakes that spatially locate along the trace of F2, this fault has 574 

the greatest displacement (27.5 cm) and greatest extent of slip, as shown in Figure 9a and 9c. The 575 

majority of slip along F3 is confined to the north of earthquakes #2, #7, and #1, and there is a 576 

small amount of slip (~6 cm) near earthquakes #8 and #3. We note, however, that the dip for 577 

earthquakes #6 and #7 are northeast, suggesting that they may belong to F2 or an additional 578 

unmodeled fault within the graben structure. In the former case, both northeast-dipping 579 

earthquakes would locate above the two local slip maxima on F2, whereas the latter case requires 580 

further modeling to draw any conclusions regarding the relationship to slip.  The largest 581 

earthquakes do not collocate with the patches hosting the greatest predicted slip magnitudes, 582 

suggesting that the faults are principally slipping aseismically. Additional evidence stems from 583 

the timing of earthquakes #6-9, which all occurred after the end of the InSAR study period (post-584 

March, 2020). Thus, the observed slip only has the potential to be attributed to earthquakes #1-5, 585 

which have a peripheral relation to the greatest slip magnitudes.  586 

While the majority of proposed slip cannot be attributed to the earthquakes, the regions of 587 

large slip along each fault trace do coincide with the location of disposal wells. In Figure 9b-9d, 588 

local areas of maximum slip lie between adjacent disposal wells. For instance, the patches of 589 

maximum slip on F2 lie between wells with disposal volumes of 6.4 and 17.5 MMbbl, with the 590 

absolute maximum falling directly between wells with 6.4 and 4.2 MMbbl. Even on F3, where 591 

the maximum slip also lies adjacent to the well with 6.4 MMbbl, there is an observable increase 592 

in slip at the right edge of the fault that coincides with the well with 9.7 MMbbl of injection 593 

volume. Consequently, there is evidence for a link between fault slip and fluid injection in our 594 

study area. 595 

Although the spatial relationship between fault slip and disposal is clear, there does not 596 

appear to be a direct correlation between the amount of slip and disposal volumes. However, 597 
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there are many other variables to consider, including disposal rate, distance from the fault, and 598 

hydraulic and frictional properties of the fault. We note that the vertical InSAR profile along F2 599 

(Figure 9c) shows signs of uplift directly above the disposal wells with the largest injection 600 

volumes, suggesting that the measured deformation may be due to the combination of many 601 

effects. In this case, it appears that injection-related uplift is superimposed on the subsidence 602 

signal from fault slip. The combined effects pose a challenge for isolating the true magnitude of 603 

slip on each fault patch. For example, on fault F2 near the disposal well with 17.5 MMbbl 604 

injection volume, there is a distinct column of little fault motion interrupting an otherwise 605 

smooth slip distribution on either side. It is possible that uplift related to the injection wells is 606 

causing an underestimation of the slip magnitudes, at this location and near other disposal wells 607 

along the fault traces. 608 

4 Discussion 609 

 Our 2D and 3D edge dislocation model results show that the observed InSAR surface 610 

deformation can in part be explained by slip on high-angle normal faults within the DMG, with 611 

possible extension into the overlying Ochoan salts and underlying Bone Springs. In our small 612 

study area, our model consists of a long, shallow graben structure, and at least one other fault 613 

plane approximately 3-4 km to the southwest of the graben. Although there have been no 614 

detailed structural analyses in our study area, recent studies using 3D seismic arrays have 615 

mapped similar graben structures throughout Reeve’s county (Charzynski, et al., 2019; Hennings 616 

et al., 2021). All occurrences show graben structures mainly spanning the DMG, with slight 617 

extension into the Ochoan and Bone Springs. The grabens are all high-angle, ~0.25-1 km wide 618 

(as measured by their top edges), and spaced 2-4 km apart. The three-fault model we developed 619 

has identical characteristics, suggesting it is a part of this larger graben network. 620 

The occurrence of deformation and the improved focal depth analysis from Sheng et al. 621 

(2020/submitted) highlight that these shallow grabens are not only present, but also active. In 622 

Figure 10, we have summarized the depth distribution of average slip (blue histogram), moment 623 

tensor centroids (red histogram), and relocated earthquake hypocenters (gray histogram), along 624 

with the 1D geological model Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) developed from the P-wave velocity 625 

profile (black line). All data peak at a depth of ~2000 m in the middle of the DMG, which hosts 626 
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all the local wastewater disposal. Not only do these data fall within the same formation, they 627 

have strong spatial relationships to one another. We were able to develop a discretized fault 628 

model that aligns with the larger earthquakes in our study area and agrees with the moment 629 

tensor solutions in terms of high-angle dip, as suggested by the local stress conditions, and sense 630 

of predominantly dip-slip motion. Furthermore, though we did not constrain our model with the 631 

available well data, wastewater disposal wells are located near patches of greatest slip on each 632 

fault. Therefore, it seems likely that the nearby fluid injection is activating these normal faults; 633 

however, the displacement is clearly not all seismic.  634 

We calculate the cumulative geodetic moment along the patched surfaces of all three faults 635 

F1-F3, using equations for seismic moment:  636 

𝑀w = 	𝜇𝐴𝑆,																			(6) 637 

where 𝜇 as the shear modulus, A is the rupture area, and S is the average slip. To convert seismic 638 

moment to moment magnitude MW, we use the definition from Hanks and Kanamori (1979) with 639 

M0 in Newton-meters: 640 

𝑀| =
2
3 (𝑙𝑜𝑔�w𝑀w − 9.1).																			(7) 641 

The combined equivalent magnitude released during slip on all patches is MW = 5.0, whereas the 642 

combined equivalent magnitude of all earthquakes recorded by the TexNet array (between 01-643 

01-2017 to 03-31-2020) in our study area is MW = 3.9. Hence seismicity accounts for only ~2% 644 

of the predicted fault slip. If normal slip is contributing to the InSAR observations, as suggested 645 

by our model, it is predominantly aseismic.  646 
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 647 

Figure 10. Summary of slip intervals from Okada modeling compared to the relocated 648 

earthquake depths (Hypo. Depths), moment tensor centroid depths (Focal Depths), and velocity 649 

model from Sheng et al. (2020/submitted). All fault motion (seismic and aseismic) extends 650 

through the Delaware Mountain Group (DMG), the main formation used for wastewater 651 

injection. Local formation intervals indicated. 652 

 To date, the role of aseismic slip in induced seismicity has been largely limited to indirect 653 

inference and associated with hydraulic fracturing (Cornet et al., 1997; Guglielmi et al., 2015; 654 

Eyre et al., 2019; Eyre et. al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020), so the implications of its occurrence in the 655 

Delaware Basin are challenging to know. Though Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) and our work 656 

suggest that wastewater disposal is likely inducing seismic and aseismic slip on normal faults in 657 

the DMG it is unclear whether both are a direct consequence of the fluid injection, or whether 658 

aseismic slip triggers seismic events and/or vice versa. Based solely on our static 3D model, it is 659 

clear that the largest earthquakes along F1 and F3 do not coincide with the patches hosting the 660 

largest cumulative displacements (up to 27.5 cm), but rather are located around the periphery in 661 
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patches with slip < 10 cm. This suggests that hydraulic and frictional conditions vary along the 662 

faults.  663 

Although our focus here has been on a small area in the Delaware Basin, we can extend 664 

our findings to the rest of the basin, which has contrasting deformation and seismicity patterns 665 

between the southern and northern sections. As demonstrated in the full-basin InSAR results 666 

(Figure 2), the linear deformation features only occur where there is seismic activity, suggesting 667 

that aseismic and seismic slip are intimately linked. Thus, the lack of seismicity and linear 668 

deformation features to the north of the Grisham fault could indicate that favorably oriented 669 

normal faults in the DMG are absent. However, this explanation lacks supporting evidence and is 670 

rather ad hoc. Dvory and Zoback (2021) analyzed the stress state and frictional stability of faults 671 

in the basin.  They found that the fluid pressure in the DMG in the northern portion of the basin 672 

was diminished by conventional oil and gas production in that formation in the decades before 673 

unconventional exploitation began. Under this explanation, pressures are currently too low to 674 

induce fault slip, even under conditions of wastewater injection in the presence of favorably 675 

oriented faults. In contrast, the stress state is near-critical south of the Grisham fault, where very 676 

little production has occurred in the DMG. Modest pressure rise of a few MPa due to wastewater 677 

disposal in the DMG would bring favorably-oriented normal faults to failure, both seismically 678 

and aseismically.  679 

It is essential to highlight the importance of including both InSAR components in the 680 

development of our model. The observations we made about the east-west horizontal 681 

deformation patterns produced from the single faults in Figure S7 directly guided us to the two-682 

fault graben structure in Figure S8. In addition, faults F1 and F3, which we in part defined to 683 

align with the focal depths and sense of slip of the nine larger earthquakes, cannot reproduce the 684 

observed InSAR deformation without the inclusion of fault F2. Had we used only the vertical 685 

deformation in the development of our model, we would have lacked the information needed to 686 

determine the geometry of all three faults, which altogether create a consistent story with the 687 

additional geophysical data available and recent works showing shallow graben structures in the 688 

DMG (Charzynski, et al., 2019; Hennings et al., 2021). 689 
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One limitation of our model is the assumption that the observed surface deformation is 690 

due exclusively to fault slip.  More likely it results from the combined effects of fault slip (both 691 

seismic and aseismic), oil and gas production, wastewater and CO2 injection, and groundwater 692 

pumping for municipal, agricultural, and industrial purposes. Further evidence for multiple 693 

causes is clearer in the northern portion of the basin where there is observable deformation but 694 

no obvious patterns suggestive of fault movement. As Figure 9c and 9d show, the smoothed slip 695 

model has up to 2 cm of misfit to the InSAR data, suggesting additional mechanisms contribute 696 

to the surface displacement. In particular, there is less subsidence in the InSAR data than 697 

predicted near some disposal wells, suggesting uplift from fluid injection. If the latter contributes 698 

to surface deformation, then we cannot rule out production-related subsidence as well, especially 699 

from shallow groundwater wells. Staniewicz et al. (2020) addressed the possibility of multiple 700 

deformation sources by removing the predicted vertical deformation from normal fault motion 701 

and computing residual vertical displacements resulting from subsurface volume changes. While 702 

forming a useful approach for modeling volumetric changes from fluid extraction and injection, 703 

including these in our model would not change our primary conclusion that high-angle normal 704 

faults in the DMG are moving. 705 

5 Conclusions 706 

Our InSAR analysis shows a stark contrast in deformation patterns between the northern 707 

and southeastern portions of the Delaware Basin. The three-fault model we developed from both 708 

components of these InSAR data suggests that fault motion is responsible for the linear 709 

deformation features in the southeastern portion of the Delaware Basin. Based on the spatial 710 

relationship between wastewater disposal wells, critically stressed faults, and relocated 711 

earthquakes, we have shown that wastewater injection in the DMG has likely been inducing both 712 

aseismic and seismic fault movement in this area. However, it remains unclear whether the 713 

aseismic slip and seismic events are both a direct result of pore pressure increase, or if induced 714 

aseismic slip triggers the seismicity or vice versa. Theoretical numerical modeling of injection-715 

induced aseismic slip will be paramount to understanding the complex subsurface response to 716 

wastewater disposal, and our work provides observation-based slip models that can be used to 717 

constrain and contextualize these efforts. As we continue to explore the evidence for aseismic 718 

slip in the rest of the southern Delaware Basin and determine the likely geomechanical 719 
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mechanisms contributing to deformation in the northern portion of the basin, it may be possible 720 

to constrain the conditions that lead to aseismic and seismic slip, so operators can better plan the 721 

location and operating standards for future wells.  722 
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Introduction  

The supporting information provides further details about the Sentinel-1 data used in this study 

(Text S1, Figures S1-S2), the relationship of the InSAR results to local well locations (Text S2, 

Figure S3), and results from the 2D (Text S3, Figures S4-S6) and 3D modeling (Text S4, Figures S7-
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S9). The tables provide the parameter values for the modeling results in Figures S6-S7 (Table S1) 

and Figure S8 (Table S2). 

Text S1. Spatial and Temporal Coverage of Sentinel-1 InSAR 

The Sentinel-1 spatial coverage of the Delaware Basin is excellent (Figure S1). Descending Path 

85 fully covers the entire basin, missing only a sliver of the northwest corner of the selected 

study area (solid red line). However, two ascending orbits (Path 151 and Path 78) are needed to 

image the full study area.  Temporal coverage in each orbit’s set is variable, as shown in Figure 

S2. In general, the repeat frequency in 2014-2016 is 24+ days, decreasing to 12 days by 2017. 

The large data gaps in 2018-2019 are due to removal of SLCs with high atmospheric noise, as in 

Path 151, or lulls in acquisition, as in the descending look direction. In order to combine and 

decompose these three data sets into vertical and east-west horizontal components, we 

interpolate each time series to common dates, as shown by the ‘Final Time Series’ dates in 

black. 

Text S2. Relationship of Deformation to Local Wells 

There is little-to-no obvious spatial correlation between the InSAR surface displacements in our 

study area and the wells that were active during the time frame of our study. Supplemental 

Figure S3 breaks down the well data into type: groundwater wells (acquired from the BRACS 

database and Texas Water Development Board websites), disposal wells, vertical production 

wells, and horizontal production wells. We acquired the data for the latter four categories (and 

their cumulative volumes) from the Enverus (previously known as DrillingInfo) database (1999). 

The upper left subplot displays all of the wells (blue = groundwater; magenta = production; red = 

disposal).  

Deng et al. (2020) suggested that the subsidence in our study area is due to groundwater 

withdrawal. While that may be the case, in part, for the subsidence signal near A in the 

groundwater subplot, there are few wells that align with the main linear deformation feature of 

interest in our study. However, we note that the groundwater well database in Texas may not 

be complete. The disposal well plot shows little evidence of injection-related uplift, except for a 

small correlation near point B. The large uplift near signal C has the same preferred orientation 

as the main linear deformation feature, though any associated wells may be off the bounds of 
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our study area. We do not explicitly address this feature in our study, except to note that our 

final model is unable to reproduce the uplift at the magnitude observed by the InSAR. The 

vertical production wells show little correlation with subsidence signals, except for, perhaps, the 

few wells near D. However, these wells have true vertical depths that exceed 6000 m; any 

observable subsidence from these depths is unlikely. Finally, the horizontal production wells 

have north-south and east-west orientations, in contrast to the preferred orientation of the 

deformation features, which strike northeast. It is possible that production contributes to the 

high magnitude of subsidence near E, though there are few other locations where subsidence 

and horizontal wells seem to be correlated. While a full analysis of volume-change-related uplift 

and subsidence is required, our study area lacks spatial correlation with wells that would 

suggest the main linear deformation feature is directly related to poroelastic fluid flow. We 

believe the deformation in this region requires other geomechanical mechanisms as 

explanation, such as slip on normal faults. 

Text S3. 2D Okada Edge Dislocation Modeling 

We condensed our parameter space to include fault width (w = (db-dt)/sinθ), the approximate 

2D stress drop (∆σ_2D=0.85μs/w) (Starr 1928; Kanamori & Anderson, 1975), and the midpoint 

depth of the dislocation. The trade-offs between stress drop and width for faults with vertical 

heights of 100 m, 500 m, 1000 m, and 1500 m are shown in Figure S4a-d, respectively. 

Increasing the width reduces the stress drop required to fit the InSAR data, while deeper faults 

of a given width result in larger stress drops. In each vertical height subset in Figure S4, we also 

show the model that reduces the error within each width bin, colored by its misfit value, where 

deep reds have the lowest misfit. The midpoints of these best-fitting models approximately fall 

around 2100 m depth, with a gradual deepening as vertical heights increase. 

We constrained the vertical height upper bound to 1500 m based on observations of the misfit 

densities in each vertical height subset, depicted in Figure S5. We split the full parameter sets 

into subsets by either southwest- or northeast-dipping (left and right columns, respectively), and 

by vertical height (colors). The densities correspond to the misfit values of the top 20% of 

models overall within the specified subset. In all cases, smaller vertical heights result in smaller 

misfits, and densities for vertical heights 100 m – 1000 m are similar. There begins to be 
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significant deviation in misfit densities at 1500 m, with increasing deviation for all larger vertical 

heights. We thus set the upper bound of vertical heights at 1500 m for both dip directions. 

In order to demonstrate the fit of high-angle faults, as suggested by the stress arguments and 

moment tensor inversion results from Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) (See Section 3.2), we 

selected the best northeast-dipping and southwest-dipping models within subsets of vertical 

height = 1000 m and dip = 75°, in terms of minimized misfit. The resulting slip intervals and 

magnitude of slip from the 2D modeling are listed in Table S1, and the profiles are shown in 

Figure S6. The dashed lines in each subplot are the InSAR measurements without datum 

adjustment. 

Text S4. 3D and Multi-Fault Okada Edge Dislocation Modeling 

Although the 2D model is useful to constrain the potential fault depths, it is important to 

consider a finite edge dislocation in a 3D space and compare the model to the true InSAR 

surface deformation. We use the same dmodels Matlab package (Battaglia et al., 2013) to model 

the fault in 3D, except defined a fault length (L) equal to the midline depicted in Figure 4a and 

4b (~17 km). For a given parameter set from Table S1, we use the calculated offset from the 

midline and best-fitting slip magnitude to model the full vertical and east-west horizontal 

surface deformation. 

Figure S7 shows the 3D results for the same parameter sets used in Figure S6. Subplots a and b 

are the original vertical and east-west horizontal InSAR results, respectively, with gray lines 

outlining the main deformation features. Subplots c and d show modeled displacements from 

the finite-length southwest-dipping fault (top edge highlighted by the red line and top-view 

extent depicted by the black dotted lines), and subplots e and f are the displacements from the 

northeast-dipping fault. For visualization, subplots c-f also have the gray outlines from the true 

InSAR data to easily compare the spatial positions of deformation patterns. 

Since we use the average profiles to determine the slip magnitude, we first look only at 

deformation patterns. In Figure S7b, the northwest end of the midline shows eastward motion 

dominating, whereas to the southeast, there is now ~0 displacement along the line, with 

westward motion on both sides of the midline. The former observation is similar to what is 

observed in the forward model from the southwest-dipping edge dislocation (Figure S7d), and 
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the latter is observed in the forward model for the northeast-dipping fault (Figure S7f). In the 

vertical component, the spatial wavelength of subsidence is adequate for the southeast end of 

the midline, but a longer wavelength (and higher-magnitude subsidence) is needed at the 

northwest end of the midline. Combined, these results suggest that two edge dislocations may 

be needed to reproduce the linear feature in InSAR data, with a southwest-dipping fault 

dominating on the northwest end of the midline, and a northeast-dipping fault dominating 

along the southeast component. 

These observations led us to a two-fault graben model. Using the focal mechanisms from Sheng 

et al. (2020/submitted) and the 2D slip interval results from Section 3.2.1 as guides, we easily 

reproduce the linear InSAR deformation feature along the midline with two 75°-dipping faults 

spanning 1500-2500 m. Each fault has a different finite length and slip magnitude, as 

summarized in Table S2. We also allow the X-location of the top edges to differ from the 

calculated values (from the 2D modeling). This two-fault model is shown in Figure S8. 

 

Figure S1. Sentinel-1 spatial coverage of the Delaware Basin. Descending Path 85 covers the 

entire basin, whereas the two ascending Path 151 and 78 split the basin, requiring both orbits 

for full coverage. 
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Figure S2. Dates for each single-look-complex (SLC) acquisition in the three line-of-sight (LOS) 

subsets. The Final Time Series line shows the dates chosen for the common interpolated time 

series in the vertical and east-west horizontal decomposition. Path 85 is termed ‘desc’, and 

Paths 151 and 78 are ‘ascW’ and ‘ascE’, respectively. 
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Figure S3. Well data in relationship to the vertical InSAR data in our study area. We show 

groundwater, disposal, vertical production, and horizontal production wells. Although there are 

a few potential spatial correlations between wells and displacement features, none of them fully 

explain the linear deformation feature of interest. 
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Figure S4. Results for the southwest-dipping faults with vertical heights of a 100 m, b 500 m, c 

1000 m, and d 1500 m. As the vertical height increases, stress drop decreases due to widening 

of fault widths. For each subset, faults with deeper midpoints result in larger stress drops. In 

each subset, we also plot the best-fitting model in each width bin, colored by its misfit value 

(Equation 3). For all widths, the best model has a midpoint around a depth of ~2200 m. 
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Figure S5. Densities of misfit values for the top 20% of models (with dips between 30°-90°) in 

specified vertical height (colors) and dip direction. The misfit values become increasingly higher 

with vertical heights greater than 1500 m. 
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Figure S6. Forward models of two selected high-angle edge dislocations (parameter values 

described in Table S1). The vertical and northeast-southwest horizontal results are in subplots a 

and b, respectively, for the southwest-dipping fault and in subplots c and d for the northeast-

dipping fault. The forward Okada models are depicted as red lines, whereas the InSAR profiles 

with and without datum shifts are shown as solid- and dashed-black lines, respectively. The 

misfit assessment bounds are the shaded gray regions. 
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Figure S7. 3D edge dislocation modeling results. The top panel (plots a/b) show the original 

InSAR vertical and east-west horizontal displacements, respectively. The middle panel (plots c/d) 

are the forward model results for the southwest-dipping fault from Figure S6 a and b and the 

bottom panel (plots e/f) are the forward model results for the northeast-dipping fault from 

Figure S6 c and d. The linear feature of interest is highlighted by the midline (dashed black line) 

and the gray lines outline the main deformation shapes as observed in the InSAR data. The 
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extents of the finite edge dislocations are shown by the red lines (top edge) and the dotted 

black lines (bird’s eye extent). 
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Figure S8. Two-fault forward Okada model. The original vertical and East-West horizontal InSAR 

measurements are depicted in plots a and b, respectively. Gray lines outline significant 

deformation features. Plots c and d show the vertical and east-west horizontal forward models, 

respectively, from two finite edge dislocations. The parameters for each fault are listed in Table 

S2, where fault F3 is southwest-dipping and fault F3 is northeast-dipping. The red line is the top 

edge of the fault, and the dotted lines depict the bird’s-eye extent. The numbered moment 

tensor points from Sheng et al. (2020/submitted) are also pictured for reference. 
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Figure S9. L-curve for determining an appropriate value for regularization parameter α, used in 

Equation 5. For the three-fault model, we select α = 50, as it fits in the bend of the curve 

between the norm of the residuals (x-axis) and the solution semi-norm (y-axis), both plotted on 

log-scale. See Equations 4 and 5 for explanation of variables. 

 

Parameter 
Southwest-Dipping  

(Figure S6 a/b) 

Northeast-Dipping  

(Figure S6 c/d) 

Dip Magnitude (𝜃) 75° 75° 

Vertical Slip Height (db – dt) 1000 m 1000 m 

Depth to Top Edge (db) 1600 m 1700 m 
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Depth to Bottom Edge (x) 2600 m 2700 m 

Slip Magnitude (s) 14.6 cm 12.9 cm 

Table S1. Selected parameters for the 2D model results in Figure S6 and the 3D model results in 

Figure S7. 

Parameter Southwest-Dipping (F3) Northeast-Dipping (F2) 

Dip Magnitude (𝜃) 75° 75° 

Vertical Slip Height (db – dt) 1000 m 1000 m 

Depth to Top Edge (db) 1500 m 1500 m 

Depth to Bottom Edge (x) 2500 m 2500 m 

Slip Magnitude (s) 15.12 cm 14.30 cm 

Length (L) 4495 m 14613 m 

Table S2.  Parameters for the two edge dislocations used in the 3D uniform-slip modeling 

(depicted in Figure S8). 


